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For centuries man has experienced and recognized the
values of music and drmna in his everyday existence. Music
in particular has always been seen as a self-enhancing and
enriching experience especially in the lives of children.
It is unfortunate, however, that while the uses or dr~la
and music have been well described, their effectiveness
upon children has been neglected by research. Even more de-
plorable is the absence of studies describing the effective-
ness of both music and drama in the education or Educable
Mentally Retarded children. The present study attempts to
measure in some part the effectiveness of a particular re-
search program.
Statement or the Problem
It is believed that music and dr~la woven into a created
script may be an effective tool in assisting the mentally
retarded child in his emotional growth and development. It
is also believed that music and drama may have some educa-
tional values which as yet are untapped. In considering
these values the writer sought to explore the folloWing
questions.
1. Does the use of a created script in which the lines
-1-
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and music have been prepared for the children encourage
spontaneity?
2. It appears that Educable Mentally Retarded chil-
dren have difficulty with language, especially verbaliza-
tion. Can music and drmna assist these children in over-
coming this particular language difficulty?
3. Because of their difficulty in the academic
sphere, Educable Mentally Retarded children tend to have
a lower self-concept. Does being included in a dramatic
production tend to raise this self-concept?
4. Cooperation among groups of people is necessary
for good socialization. Did the children cooperate ~~ong
themselves in order to perform the dramatic production?
5. Self-discipline is required in order to perform
a dramatic production. Schedules must be maintained, re-
hearsals diligently carried out, and timing must be correct.
Was this self-discipline seen by the children as a necessary
endeavor in order to build the drronatic production, or did
they become bored or resentful because or the work?
6. Did the teachers of the children involved in the
dr~latic production reel that there were some educational
values to be derived from such a project?
Justification of the Study
The retarded child, although functioning according to
the same psychological principles as other children, has
additional needs that have to be met. The fact that one
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has dulled intelligence does not mean that one has dulled
sensitivity toward appreciation and acceptance. In short,
the child who is retarded is not less easily hurt, less
responsive to disappointment, or less in need of the joys
which come with the knowledge that one's intense efforts
are appreciated.
Tne retarded child has an ego limitation which the
normal YOlli~gster does not possess. He must be offered
satisfying emotional experiences through creative activities
of the kind suitable to his handicap and to his stage of ma-
turity. He should be helped to develop some means of self-
expression at his own level, especially since it is usually
in the co~~unications skills that Educable Mentally Retarded
children have the most difficulties. Music and drama could
be one channel of cOlmnunioation which could contribute to
the development of the personality.
Music and drmna also form an important source of en-
richraent during leisure hours. vlliile some retarded adults
can participate actively in these activities, others par-
ticipate as spectators. This involvement in the arts could
provide wholesome outlets by developing in the retarded
child an aesthetic sense and an appreciation of beauty.
Limitations
All participants of the drmnatio production were stu-
dents of a residential special school. No classifications
were made concerning learning disabilities, since it was
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assumed that all children would profit from the production
regardless of age or handicap. Practice times were limited
t to one hour afte~ school until two weeks before the dramatic
production took place. Only then was school time taken for
practices. Since this was a project-orientated task, there
were no experimental or control groups.
Clarification of Terms
Educable Mentally Retarded:
A term used to refer to mentall~r retarded persons
HhoS8 disabilities are such that they are incapable
of mearrlngful achievement in traditional academic
subjects such as reading and aritr~netic. Also used
to refer to those mentally retarded children who
may be expected to maintain themselves independently
in the commuluty as adults or to that group or men-
tally retarded obtaining IQ scores between 50 and 70,
75 or 80. 1
Research Question
It is hypothesized that music and drama, properly
suited to the needs of the child, can be an enriching ex-
perience, which increases the self-concept and aids in so-
cialization.
Secondly, a dramatic production does not interfere
with acadeu~c achievement. On the contrary it is hypothe-
sized that new appreciations, new understandings, and new
skills are aroused through such a production.
lprepared by Rick Heber; P. J·Ianual 9n 'Terrni}~~ologY_,?nd
Classif .J- on in I·:;Jnts.l RetardatIon (vlilliamal1.tic, Connecti-
cut: :;" ::..1. ;.ssoc-iation on MentaPf Deficiency, September,
1959), ~). 90.
CHAPTER II
REVIE11 OF REU.TED LITERATJRE
Tae Fine Arts and the Retarded Child
Art whether in the form of music, draWing or
painting is a means of exp~ession. As a ~eans of
expression it has no confining limits with reference
to age, abilities or capabilities and as such it
becomes an integ~al part of our daily activities.
The fine arts, correla.ted vIi th tl1.e other subjects
in the curriculurn ren.dar an incalculable service
in clarifying ideas the children are attempting to
visualize and express. Consequently children
should be given opportunities and encouragement to
use the arts as a means of expression. 2
The above principles are true for all children, but
they are especially applicable when considering Educable
Mentally Retarded children.
Society is surrounded by the results of human crea-
tivity. uThe art, music and literature ot: the world are
the products of someone else's creativeness. n3 If the re-
tarded are to t~{e their place in society then they must
have some underst~Lding or h~~an creativity, and realize
their potential for contributing creatively to society.
Tnis realization is particularly important in view of the
problem of self-identity which seems to plague modern man.
In addition it seems that many people have not only lost
2S['-,":1uel Kirk a.nd G. Orville J'ohr.,:::on, ~~~2ating the Re-
,tarded Cl1.ild .(Nel~ York: Houghton Iv~::~~~~lin, 195'1), p •. 3'00.
3Betty Ls:.rl: Horovitz·, Hilda-Present Le"ttlis ,"and l-1ark
Luca, Unders~8\qq5~,~s Cb..j.1Ar':'~!11 s i~r:~. fsor Betc~r Teachin5
(CoJ;~bus: Charivs E. 110:~~·:.c"il, 19571, :p.• 155.
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their O\in ability to self-identify but there is also a
seeming lack of abili ty to identify wi th their. 'neighbors,
and the needs these neighbors have. ttThe reason for this
increasing lack of ability for self-identification may be
found in certain trends in industry and also in education."4
Mass production apparently does not stimulate much indi-
.'"
vidualism, and mass education contributes very little. IIYet
it is a fact that selt-identification with the things we do
is essential tor any well-balanced individual, and self-
identification with the needs of our neighbors is one of
the most important assumptions for cooperation.tlS Thus in
our lives the ability tor self-identification has become
a~ost identical with the ability to live together peace-
fUlly in society.
The problem of selt-identifioation is more acute for
the retarded child because or his handicap. "Every handi-
oap is connected with a greater or lesser detachment from
the enviromnent depending on the degree and kind of handi-
cap.fl6 This is true of any handicap regardless of its kind.
Detachment from the environment would mean that the
retarded child would experience isolation which in turn
would result in a serious lack or self-confidence. Many
4Viktor Lowenfeld, Creative and Mental Growth (New
York: 11c}iillan, 1953), p:-a.
'$Ibid.
6""l*~ J! d..LOJ. ., p. 3.52 •
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retarded children come to the special education class in
great need of feelings of success to counteract their loss
of cor~idence and sense of inadequacy. The emotional ex-
periences related to a competi tive envil~onment can do much
harm to an Educable Mentally Retarded child, especially
if these experiences come at a time when he is ill-equipped
to manage them.
Althou&~ intellectual handicap and emotional mal-
adjustment are clearly not rc;late{: <~o each other
in any simple fashion, the incidence of some de-
gree of emotional disturbance is probably a great
deal higher in retarded children than in children
of average or superior intellect. Tne romantic
notion of the appealing retarded child growing
lilce a garden flo:'ler in innocen.ce al1.d contentment
and trust, does not fit the facts. Many experience
unhappiness, anxiety, hostility, rejection, and
feelings of un't-torthiness, and they use a variety or
techniques (all self-defeating) to handle these
feelings. 7
Tne child vIho is dra.~atizin,g some aspect of his experi-
ence will certainly be learning more about himself as a
person. IIIn expressing v.That he has experienced he assimi-
lates and "organizes his impressions_uB Gradually the
Educable Mentally Retarded child will be experiencing this
importa.nt process or self-iden.tification.
Often the Educable Mentally Retarded child is charac-
terized by poor powers of concentration. He is orten
7Halbert Robinson and Nancy Robinson, The MentallY Re-
~ded .Q.hi".ld: A Rsychological Approa.ch (New York: 14cGraw-
~ill, 1965), .p. 223.
8A• E: Tansley and, R. Gulliford, !fl~. Edu<?..!.t.ion 9.!.
Slo't~-Learn.ing Cl~,=l:~(:,r,e':l \ London: Routledge and Keegan Paul,
1960 ), p. :[68-':-'
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di s trac tible and lacking in persi s tence • u'Vli thin limi ts ,
the ability to concentrate is learned in the repeated ex~
perience of absorbin.g and satisfying activity."9 The fine
arts could motivate this absorption and increase concen-
tration.
"Educable Mentally Retarded children appear to be
more limited than normal children in verbal expression. u10
n~'b.roughout their school careers, basic communication
problems are frequently traceable to inadequate verbal
'language. till ~ere is all the more need tor them to have
some alternative means of expression other than verbal. At
the S~le time assistance in'verpalization comes through the
use of the fine arts. This will be supported below in a
discussion devoted to dr~a.12
"Creative activities often help bring about good
teacher-child relationships through mutual participation
in an enjoyable and satisfying experience. u1.3 This point
cannot be overlooked. Activities may provide the teacher
with alternative situations disclosing the child that is
9Ibid.-
lORobinson and Robinson, op. cit., p. 224.
1111illiam Younie, Ins true tional A roaches to Slow
Learni~, Alice Miel, ~ditor New York: Teacher's College,
Colmabia University, 1967), p. 8$.
12See page 16.
13Tansley and Gulliford, oP. cit., p. 167.
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creative, in a net'l light. "These disclosures are essential
for teachers of all children, but especially for those who
deal wi th han.dicapped children, usually vievled wi th only
their handic~p in mind. 1114
Tansley states that due to their social and academic
limitations, Educable Mentally Retarded children often
tend to spend a great deal of time on academic subjects,
and to regard expressive activities such as art, drama and
music as relaxation after the more serious work of the
school day. It is Tansleyls view that these activities
provide experiences which are essential to the full develop-
ment of the chi1d.15 Creative work is, in essence, a form
of play and provides a variety of experiences needed for
all~around growth. "Tne freedom, activity, and satisfaction
of oreative expression are often the means by Which the child
achieves balance and harmony in his own process of growth,
and the child who achieves that, even partially, is more
able and ready to 1earn."16
"Only in recent years have educators and psycl~ologists
turned their attention to the study of ~:;'l"eative behavior. "17
Perhaps it is due in part to our complex society which
14Ibid., p. 170.
15Ibid., p. 167.
16'Y-b" d_.. 1. •
17Ibid.-
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demands creativa solutions. npeople loo:{ hopefully to the
schools to nurture this creativenoss.n18
Music Values for the Retarded Child
Tae maturation of retarded cnildren, often delayed or
unevenly distributed on acoount of limited sensory, emo-
tional or mental ability, frequently prevents .their general
coordinated development. 19 Physical, intellectual, emo-
tional, and social developments are so closely interwoven
that a handicap rarely affects just one area of the child's
personality. "Music is flexible enough to be adapted not
only to the 'specific disability of the child, but also to
each of the stages of his·mat~ration.tr20
Emotional Development
Handicapped children usually react to musical experi-
ences as normal children do. 'They are not more sensi tiva
to music than. others. At the same time music can have for
the handicapped "special significance because it may be a
substitute for impossible things, or a means of self-
expression and communication better than others, - even
sometimes, the only possible one. u21 As a means of emo-
tional growth, musio can be a substitute for other
18Horovitz, Lewis, and Luoa, op. cit., p. 165.
19J~liette Alvin, Music for the Handicapped Child




activities, a sort of compensation, since it can bring re-
ward and achievement.
Wiley states that music in its varied forms can release
pent up emotions, serve as a source of emotional delight and
should be used to make the child happy through appreciation
and participation. 22
Physical Developr,lent
Jennet and Ferris Robbins have well described the
values of body movement to music. Children are inspired
by the rhythm of the music which considerably improve their
coordination, observation, and concentration, after a rela-
tively short time. 23
Canner states that as the child matures, the pressures
or society tend to repress his free body movement. The
child must learn to control his need to move when it is
time to be still. He must even control his joy, so that
it fits with society's acceptable way of expressing joy.
Because these controls are necessary, it is even more im-
portant that the child have some outlet through such a medium
as rhytl~ics and dance, so that his freedom of expression is
maintained. 24
22Roy DeVerl vJiley '1.nd I{a thleen Barn,ette Wai te, The
I'len,tally Retarded Child (Springfield: Charles C.Tb.omai,
1964), p. ld3
L6.
23Jennet Robbins and Ferris Robbins, Educational &~~­
rrl.ics for }!ent~l..l...Y Handicapped., Children (l~evl York: Associa-
tion Press, 1960).
24Norma Ca~er, Klnd a Time to Dance (Boston: Beacon
Press, 1964), p. 7.
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Nusic can improve physical status by encouraging
habits of good posture, correct breathing, free rhythmical
body movements, motor and mental coordination, and original
expression. 25
Language Development
Music contributes greatly to the sen,sory development
of the child. Singing songs assists children with their
speech. Since they enjoy singing, it gives them a reason
for trying to make various sounds and to practice them
without boredom. It gives additional exercise to the lips~
tongue, and other speech mechanisms. ~e rhythm of the
music is helpful in the davelopnlent of rhythmic speech and
better articulation. 26
~ne first kind of music that usually catches the ear
of a retarded child are simple melodies. A child usually
learns to listen with his whole body as he sways or moves
in tinle to the music. Learnin.g remains motivatingly in-
teresting as he develops his ear for more complicated
sound, and develops skill in responding to music. 27
25Kath.leen Coogan, 1I~·lusic: An Exceptional l'!ediurl1 for
Exceptional C11ildren, n Vol. III in Special Education for
the Excention.al, 11erle Frallpton and-~lena Ga.ll, edi tors
lrBoiton:~orterSargent, 1960).
26Uatlie Perry, Tep..£hing th;e ]'lentally Reta.rded Child
(New York: University Press, 1951), p. 92.
275ernice 1-1e118 Carlson a.nd David Ginglend, .PlaIa Ac-




Music activities can be used to promote the social
development of a retarded child. JITney help to develop a
child's awareness of others and can b~ing about a feeling
of org~nizationwithin the group.fl28 Self-contX'ol m.ay be
increased through singing in a group, marching 'tii th others,
and playing instrmnents. The child must wait for the
right moment to join the music, accept the discipline of
keeping time, and stop when the others stop. Singing or
playing to the end of a song inoreases attention span, as
does rhythmic accompaniment, or playing an instrument. 29
Aesthetic Value
UMusic is the universal language of the emotions. u30
Rhythm, tempo, melody, and harmony are pOl-lerf'ul mediurj1S for
influencing men's feelings, attitudes, dispositions, and
morale. Since it involves both mind and body, music can
integrate the person, creating an emotional experience that
is leading the child to experience real beauty throughout
his being.31
Even though all our children cannot be termed
musical, music appeals to them without excep-
tion. Every child is touched emotionally by
musio, beoause it means something to each one.
28Perry, op. cit., p. 92.
29Carlson and Ginglend, 0p. cit., p. 161.
30~{allace 11alliu} Educa tion of l~lentall Hand!capped
Childrerl (::0111 :':-crlc: ~arper Brothers, 19 ;,J , p. 353.
31I"" • d 3C1OJ.. • I p. ,,4.
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Even when the children do not participate ac-
tively, even when they c~~ot produce ~ single
note, we can see froIil~~heir faces that they are
taking part inwardly.J
Music as Tnerapy
The methodology, theory, and clinical experiences of
music therapy have been found to be beneficial for children
wi th problems. "I"'!usic TnerapytJ is a specific method to use
as a form of treatment when other metl1.ods have failed.33
~nis type o~ therapy developed, originated, and was espe-
cially composed for children in a clinical setting. In
experiencing what music therapy can do for children, it was
also round how the fI elet'lents and components of music can be
used therapeutical1y.t134 Because there are orlly short
range studies of music therapy with Educable Mentally Re-
tarded children, long range studies appear to be necessary
in order to evaluate techniques and to further objectify
data.
Drama and the Retarded Child
ttChild Drama appears to be an art form in itself be-
cause tl1.ere is something within the child that suggests
32Haria Egg, EducatJ~.Ei the Child \fuo Is Different
(New York: JO!L~ Day, 1959), p. 116.
33Harry .Joseph and Evelyn Phillips Heilnlich, "The
Therapeutic Use of l-1usic 't'li th Treatrnent Resistant Children, n
t~erican Journal of Mental DeficiencI, LXIV (July, 1959), 49.
34Clive Robbins and Paul Nordoft, Music Therauy for
HandicaEped Childrep (New York: Rudolf Steiner, i965), p. 11.
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his whole life is bound up ,with acting, improvising, and
correlating dr~"'lla \-lith his eXistence. II3.>
Drama provides within it two forms of play. From pro-
jected play, the child gains to an extent, emotional and
physioal control, oonfidence, ability to observe, tolerate
and consider others. There is also a process of blowing
off steam, and a great realm of adventure and discovery is
encountered. 36 "In.balancing these things, Man finds hap-
piness and health.,,37 Drama ca.nnot only put the young per-
son into the bast fr~~e of mind tor learning at school,
but prOVide thereby a future adult who may be or value to
himself and to society.38
l1hen the han.dicapped child is given an opportu-
nity to create an enviro~~ent he begins to
understand more of the world around him.
'~~rough the interaotion of characters in a
play, the children come in closer contact with
one ~Lothe~9and gain insight into social rela-
tionships.,;)
Producing a play is a group experience. Children can
learn more about one another as they come into a new set of
relationships with one another. The child can grow as an
35Peter Slade, Child Drama (New York: Philosophical
Library, 1955), p. lb5. .
36Ibid., p. 106.
37Ibid.
38Re9ina Schattner, Creative Dra!il':-:-;].cs for HandicappedChildre:.1. \l'iew York: John Day, 19b7-r;-p~:-f4.
39Ibid.
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individual and as a member of a group.40
Compared with no~aal children of the same mental age,
retarded children tend to make less use of verbal media-
tors in their thought processes and tend to communicate
poorly. 41 fI One ot the mos t beneficial things an ins ti tu-
tion could do for its retarded residents would be to in-
crease opportuni ties tor verbal expression. fI!~2 There is
substantial evidence to indicate that verbalization assists
in developing intelligence. Drama could provide an exoel-
lent means ror the ret~rded child to verbalize and oonnect
language ideas. The verbalization is immediately rein-
foroed by audience appreciation, which affords great satis-
faotion to anyone who has ever participated in such an ac-
tivity.
There is some evidence to suggest that social
reinforcement may be particularly valued by
retarded subjects and to a greater extent than
is the case with nonnal subjects through the
relationship between the institutionalization
variable and ~ooial reinforcement has not yet
been defined.43
40Muriel (Karl) Schoenbrun Karlisn and Regina Berger,
Successful Methods for Teach! the Slow Learner (New York:
arker, 19 9 , p. '5.
4lRobinson and Robinson, Ope cit., p. 224.
42Earl c. Butterfield, n'The Role of Environmental Fac-
tors in tile Treatment of Insti tutionalized 1·1ental Retard-
ates, n in :·:9..nta1 11.etar~tion, A-R.,prais.?-.l, Edu~~tion and
Rehabilitation, Alfred Ba~~eister, editor (Chicago: Aldine,
i9671, p. 1257 .
.43Riclc bar, nperso!'.ali ty, It in 1·1el1.tal Retarda:-;ion,
Harvey stev(;ns a:4d Ri :- ...: l:Ieoer, edi torsrChicago: Universi ty
of Chicago ?ress, 1965), p. 164.
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~~ere appear to be ~~O kinds of drama tor children:
(1) creative spont~~eous activity by the child, and
(2) drama from a prepared script. There are values in
both forms.
Creative dra~a develops the personality through spon-
taneous dr~~atio activity, and provides opportunities tor
the imagination to develop through improvisation. This
type of drama develops increasing sensitivity and appro-
priate responses. Thera are no props, costumes, or scenery
in such drama--only the children and their imaginations.44
Creative dramatics has also been shovtn to be of value.
in the field of speech therapy. Children appeared to re-
spond with greater confidence when they were aoting out a
pa~t than when they were merely pronouncing words with the
therapist. Words flowed easily and with a rhythm instead
of haltingly as had previously been the case.45
Dr&1a from a prepared soript also used creativity
and spontaneity, but in a different fashion. The goal is
a final production, and there is much similarity to a
pageant since costumes and scenery are utilized. Slade
states the following acv~~tages of such a pageant.
1. Experiencing the acting out of another
character is good for a child--especially
one with problems. It gives him a chance to
get out of himself and be someone different.
44Schattner, FP. cit., p. 15.
45Dorothy Hilson, "Creative Drama for Speech Therapy,"






Costume, li~~ting and scenery places the
child in ~~ imaginative situation. Not
only does he enjoy being someone else, but
at the same time he experiences 'the happi-
ness of giving joy to others.
Good 11 tere.. ture is slo1-:1y an1)roaorJ-ed and
more genuinely accepted~ e~;ecia11y to chil-
dren who have academic problems.
Group pa tterns eu~d team't<'ork are studied, an
experience which the retarded child needs to
get along socially.
Discovery may be made of who you really are,
by being someone else for a while. Self-
identi~ication is important for a handicapped
child, as was mentioned before.
Violent emotions can find a legitimate outlet.46
In addition, dramatic work in school provides opportu-
nity for a happy teacher-pupil relationship in that the
success of the pupills effort is inherent in the handling
of the rna te'rial and does not depend on the teacher's su..
perior knowledge. 47
Summary
In this chapter the related literature was surveyed
under the following topics: (1) the fine arts an.d the re-
tarded child, (2) music values for the retarded child, and
(3) drama and the retarded child. The survey revealed that
only in recent years has attention been noted in the areas
of creative behavior, and the contribution this behavior
makes to the development of the personality. Music and
46S1ade, Ope cit., pp. 108-109.
47-rb-1d 112.=....=.-., p.. •
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drama were seen to be contributors to a positive self-
concept of the retarded child, as well as providing out-
lets for emotional energy. }!usic and drama should not be
considered as a pleasant pasttiroe, but rather as an inte~
gral part of the curriculum: (1) in providing legitimate
outlets for leisure time, (2) assisting in language de~




It seemed more beneficial to integrate music, drama,
and dance into one performance, since the author wished to
observe the effeots or eaoh upon the children. A story
appeared to lend itself well to this experiment. "The--
"lizard of Oz" was therefore chosen as the framework from
whioh to build a drmaatic production.
In choosin,g a draraatic produc tion to be performed by
children it is necessary to t~te their needs into considera-
tion. Sinoe the author knel'1 that L1a.n..y children of different
ages would be involved, it was evident that the story chosen
would have to appeal to all ages. In addition it was felt
that some faIililiari ty wi th the charac ters would be advan-
tageous. tlT'ne 1t1izard of OZ" has appeared yearly on tele-
vision ~~d seems to have audience appeal not only to chil~
dren, but to adults as well. liThe vlizard of OZIf also has
a variety of songs written to accompany the story which
are well..written and contain assorted melodies.
Population of the Study
Z~e cast ranged in age from 6 years 9 months to
38 years 2 months, and had mental ages ranging from 2 years
5 months to 12 years 11 mont:"ls. ~e children were residential
..20-
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students from Saint Coletta School for the mentally retarded.
Only two percent of the population were day students. Sixty-
three percent or the school population were in the dramatic
produc tion. Tne only basis tOl"' exclvl.sion lJ·as lack of rOOT.l
and character parts. Three of the main characters were older
retardates working and residing at Saint Coletta School.
The cho~~s assisted in singing the songs. The author tried
to include as many people as possible without regard to
chronological or mental age.
".:rne 1~Jize.rd of Ozu oontains several groups of people
in the story which are well suited to incorporating groups
of children. For this reason several olasses of children
were ohosen to represent different groups in the dramatic









Tne i'lotiers in l1unchkinland





The inhabitants of Emerald City'
The flying monkies
Six girls were picked at random to be dancers.
One girl from Secondary 2 was a solo dancer.
The dramatic production was to be given during the
first week or May, 1971. Five performances were required.
Because of the dual ~~ount of work required in music and
drama for this production, Slster Miri~~ Terese, the music
director of Saint Coletta School, directed the singing.
Tl'1e author directed the drama and the small amount of cre-
ative dancing included in the production.
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2.'he Script
Tile script was derived from the s tory book II T'.ae vlizard
of Oz" wri tten by Frank Baum, arLd ideas derived from the
television play. The author felt that any standard script
would be too difficult and involved tor Educable Mentally
Retarded Children, so it was decided to oreate a script
especially with these students in mind. ~e reasons the
author created her ovT.n script were multiple:
1. A standard script would have been difficult
due to vocabulary and language problems.
Tne author wanted to emphasize the enjoyment
~ of drama not drudgery.
2. Practice times were limited to one hour
after school. A standard script oould not
possibly have been learned in such a short
time.
3. The lines in the created script were simple
and allowed for improvisation as long as the
genoral sense of the vl0rdin,g was retained.
One might question why a prepared script was used in
this drs.."Uatic production rather than creative drama tech-
niques. In tact, some educators feel that havin.g children
study a script reduces their spontaneity. It was the de-
cision of the author, however, that there is security in
using such a script, espeoially when time is a factor.
There are other advantages: (1) Good language patterns
which the child can imitate and learn to interpret cor-
rectly can be built into the script. (2) ~~e children
involved in this dr~atic production have for the most pa~t
already participated in staged programs, therefore, a pre-
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pared script was not a foreign experience, but one with
which they were comfortable. (3) With a prep~red script
i t is easier to divide scenes, prepf~x·e .;.:c;enel'~I~' and gathe
r
costuming. <4> Thera is the adva~t~ga to established se-
quenced lines, from which the c,::l.ldren can learn their
cues.
On the other hand, creative drama tecLuliques mig.. .
have provided for greater spontaneity had there been su:ti-
cient time for theil~ use. ~1uch i;:; ,,~~ 0~--'-Q. tor
ff the chil-··
dren makir~ u? their own lines and creating their ot~ moods
.
Tl1.ere is less emphasis on the final product and more on
what the child has done during the process. However, this
was not within the scope of the present paper.
Schedules
It was felt by the author that a gradual introduction
to the tJivizard of Ozu l-10uld be in order so that the chil-
dren would not feel unduly pressured. Tryouts were under~
taken the last week of January and on February 1, 1971 the
created script was placed in the hands of the children.
The music to accompany the story was easily attainable
through a local music store, and the words to the songs
were given to the children on the same date as the script.
The created script contained nine scenes, with six
minutes per scene. 'The children studied on their own tor
the tirst four weeks. Then the author and the music direc-
tor began taking the major characters a rew minutes a day
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for lines and songs. Because of this gradual approach the
participants did not feel pressured about memorization.
On March 1, 1971 the first rehearsals for scenes took place.
At the s~ae time the dancers began practicing their steps a
few at a time under the direction of the author. One or
two scenes a day were practiced after school from 3:30 until
4:30, so that the c~ildren could see the sequence of lines
and events. By the end of 1·1arch it "ias possible to practice
one-half of the dr~~atio production during an hour's prac-
tioe and the other half the next day. It was of interest
to note that by this time a great deal of spontaneity began
to be noticeable among the children. No longer adhering
rigidly to script lines they began reinterpreting lines to
tit their own idea of the characters they were enacting.
Expression began to develop in the forms or stage movement
and facial expressions. Lines began to take on humorous
overtones and in some scenes highly dramatic qualities.
This was particularly noticeable in the -child who had the
leading role. It was of note that her creative endeavors
influenced and stimulated the others to attempt similar
behavior.
On April 1, 1971, the ohildren began practicing with
props and scenery. ~~e characters on the stage during the
scene were responsible for seeing that the proper equipment
was there for each scene • The author, vIi th watch in hand,
informed the actors that only three minutes would be allowed
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for sWitching scenery. ~~e children rose to the occasion
and seemed to enjoy the challenge of being times. Scenery
was available at Saint Colettals. None of it had to be
constructed because of the simplicity involved, since sug-
gestion of a scene rather than realism was desired.
April 21, the first practice which involved the vari-
ous school groups began during school time in the afternoons
from 1:30 until 3:30. From that date practice was during
this time and the after school practice periods were dis-
continued.
On April 28, 1971, two days before the first perfo~aQe,
all children practiced with their costumes. None were made
especially for the occasion, but needed only to be adapted
to the particular scenes involved. Every ohild in the dra-
matic production wore a costume, and it was noted by the
author that this was self-enhancing to the children. They
were anxious to be fitted and some asked daily when they
would be allowed to wear the costumes on the stage. ~e
Saint Coletta chorus also began practicing with the school
groups at this same date. ~eir contribution was important,
because in some scenes there were only two or three children
on the stage. The children's voices would have been diffi-
cult to project, since they had to move about during the
singing.
Creative dancing was present in two of the scenes.
Scene 2 which was Munchkinland contained a group which did
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a welcome dance, while a solo dancer added some steps of
her o~n. In the S~1e scene the death of the wicked witch
is celebrated. The children were simply told to dance
around in any 'ttzay they SQl-l fi t dUI'ing the song IIDing Dong
the \'11 tch Is Deadl 11 They did both dances wi th much enjoyment.
On the same date as the first school practice, lighting
was used. The regular stage lights were manipulated by the
same boy who pulled the curtain. Six spotlights, which were
attached to the balcony were also used and manipulated by
an intern teacher, together with one of the seoondary stu-
dent boys.
The first performance was soheduled for Friday, April 30,
at 1:30. The others were May 2 at 2:00 in the afternoon,
May 3 at 1:30 in the afternoon, May S at 7:30 in the even-
ing, and the final performance May 7 at 1:30 in the after-
noon. All perronm~~ces were well-attended by either the
parents of the children involved, or people who resided in
the surrounding area or Jefferson.
Summary
This project was conducted under the ass~~ption that
music and drwla woven into a created script would be an
effective tool in assisting the mentally retarded child in
his emotional gro\'1th and development. The author also
sought to explore whether or not new appreciations ~d
enthusiasms would be aroused through such a dramatic pro-
duction.
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The present chapter was devoted to the description
of the dramatic produotion and included the population used




It was the objective of the author to discover whether
music and drama, properly suited to the needs of the child,
could be an enriching experience, which increased the self-
concept or the retarded child and aided in socialization.
Secondly the author wanted to discover if new appreciations
of music and literature were aroused through a dr~natic
production. It was felt that the best method of gathering
this info~ation would be through the use of interview,
initially with the main characters of the dramatic produc-
tion, a.,.,.d secondly wi th the teachers of the children in-
volved in this produotion. The children were given three
questions to answer.
Question 1. How did you feel about being in
liThe vlizard of Oz"?
Child A. (leading character in the play)
ItI felt good about being in the play. It was
fun to feel like a star, because Ilve never
had a big part before. I enjoyed the play from
beginning to end."
Child B. (second lead)
HIt vIas very rOlnantic like being in a big opera.
I tel t like l1ario L&nza - like a big movie star. It
Child C.





fir felt wonderful - it was a real privilege. u
Child E.
ttl felt like a king. It was wonderful -' just
wonderful. It was :fun to be a dog."
Child F.
"It was the biggest thrill or my whole life."
Child G.
III enjoyed making the audience happy. They
seemed to get such. a big kiok out of the play.lI
Child H.
"It was a very good experience. I enjoyed it. 1t
Child I.
lilt was a great experience."
Child J.
"It was great fun. tI
Child K.
Up.t first I was nervous, but after a while I
got over that and i t was fun. If
Child L.
Itl loved being in the play because I enjoy
acting."
Question 2. Do you think it was good tor you to be in
Child A.
trYes, I liked the opportunity to sing alone
because then you know what it's like. I




nYes because I am a good aotor with lots of
talent."
Child c.
"Yes because everything was so smooth and
easy to follow.
Child D.
"Yes I felt very at home on the stage. It
was enjoyable.
Child E.
"The action was good for me, and there was
lots of it. 1f
Child F.
"Yes it was especially sinoe it wasn1 t a drag. 1I
Child G.
trYes and I liked the lesson at the end."
Child H.
"Yes it was enjoyable. u
Child I.
flIt was good for me to learn something new."
Child J.
"Yes I liked my part beoause the lines were
funny.n
Child K.
"Yes because I felt I had done a good job. 1I
Question 3- Did you feel that you learned anything by being
in tiThe '·liza.rd of Oz"?
Child A.
faI learned a lesson at the end when Dorothy
says that happiness is in your O\~ back yard.
That's im~ortant to remember. I learned to
memorize and to think. Can't we give it again?"
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Child B.
III learned wl1.at it's like to be an actor for
a while!J and hot., hard i tis to put on a show.
It was interestin§ to me, and I would like
to give it again.
, Child C.
"Being an actor "-las interesting. I learned
a lot about the work an actor has to do. I
learned some new words I didn't know before.
I liould like to giva i t again. If
Child D.
nIt helped me to think and to remember cues
when I had to. I could do it over."
Child E.
tilt helped me to thinlt. It made me understand,
things like when to come in and what to do.
Are we going to give it this summer?"
Child F.
til got a better view of plays and how they are
performed. Let's do it again."
Child G.
"I understand T.V. shows better and the ex-
,periences that actors have to go through.1I
Child H.
ItI learned how to speak on a stage. It was
hard for me at first to sp~ak out. 1I
Child I".
"I learned because it was fun to learn lines
and songs.
Child J.
SIr learned lines and how acting is done. Let's
do it again. 1I
Child K.
fir learned a lesson at the end about happiness.
Can't we do it over1"
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Child L.
If I felt that I got a lot out of the play,
because it gave ma a ohance to use my mind
by memorizing and acting. lid give it again
if I could. 1I
Interpretation or Pupil Interviews
The answers to Question l-~How did you feel about be-
ing in uThe l;lizard of Ozf1?--indicated a strong positive
feeling of enrichment among the children. All of them felt
I"
that something wonderful had happened to them by having a
special part in the dramatio production. Their self-
confidence appears to be indreased, and to three of them
the feeling of stardom, an entirely new feeling being ex-
/
perienced.
The answers to Question 2--Do you think it was good
for you to be in liThe t'lizard of O.z"?--were entirely posi-
tive. All children answered yes, and each of them expressed
a different reason for feeling that the dramatic production
was g90d for th~m. ~is seems to indicate that each child
felt that his special needs were fulfilled by partioipating.
The answers to Question 3--Did you reel that you
learned anything by being in ttThe 1tlizard of Oz"?--indicated
an increase by five of the children of undc tanding the
aoting profession and what it involves. Four others felt
that the dramatio production helped them to ~~ink and remem-
ber while they were' acting. Three children mentioned the
value or the lesson stated at the end of the dramatic
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production concerning happiness. Nine children spontane-
ously remarked that they would like to give the production
again, indicating that it was an enjoyable experience, and
one that was not tiresome.
Teacher Interviews
It was the intention of the author to ascertain whether
music and drama in a dramatic production enhanced any new
appreciations, and contributed rather than interfered with
academic learning. 'The teachers were asked how they viewed
the dramatic production, and the effects, either positive
or negative, that the production had upon the ohildren they
were teaching.
'Teacher 1.
liThe children enjoyed the play and because they
are so little and restless were in a good posi-
tion. to see everything wi thout disturbing others
on the stage. I felt that the songs were good
for them. Some of the children (who have little
or no speech) began singing the songs to them-
selves during nap time."
Teacher 2.
tiThe children liked the play and lvera exci ted
about it, but became tired after so many per-
.formances. u
Teacher 3.
"I thought it was a profitable experience, es-
pecially in the social area of learning beoause
the children had to work together. It helped
their self-concept and developed self-control,
in standing still for three scenes."
Teacher 4.
nTl"le play was a t the children1 s level of under-
s tandir~ and in ~::eeping vIi th the times. The
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children were never bored, and there was in-
creased interest in the book. It encouraged
learning of new literature, since we spent
one week on a unit about the story.n
Teacher ~.
ftThe children liked the play because it was
-related to their interests. They were fa-
miliar with the story and the characters and
never tired of it."
Teacher 6.
"This was one play the children really liked.
It wasn't upsetting to them; it seemed to have
meaning - and they still talk about it. \-lhen
I read the book to them they picked out the
parts tha t we had in the play. If
Teacher 7.
"It was a good heal thy motivatin.g experience
and exciting for the children. I felt that it
was educational, in teaching the children
lin.as, team't~ork, and in shovling them how they
fit into the whole picture. It introduced them
to new literature. I read the book while we
were putting on the play.1f
Teacher 8.
"Every child knel'1 every line and in sequenc~
by the time the play was over, even children
who usually didn't memorize easily. I played
the music for them and they picked out ',:the
songs that were used. They especially enjoyed
dressing Up.fI
'Teacher 9.
liThe children enjoyed putting themselves into
the charac tar parts. Bas t of all' their school..
~lork did not suf'fer as a resul t of prac tice. 1t
~eacher 10.




nIt ,'las exci ting for the children, but they
were almost too tired to work after practices.
However, it was worth it from a social point
of view, to think that these children could
get up on a stage and perfonm. The star
gained socially especially in the eyes of her
classmates."
Teacher 12.
tiThe children were so interested that they
never got tired of practicing. They enjoyed
it so much they could do it again."
Teacher 13.
liThe children enjoyed the songs and the drama,
and it was a real learning experience for them.
They understood what was going on, and always
enjoyed their practices. Socially they worked
together well, and their interest never lagged."
Interpretation or 'Teacher Interviews
Teacher 1 mentioned the fact that the songs the chil-
dren had learned encouraged verbalization. The author was
observing in the room during nap time and did indeed hear '
a non-verbal child singing the words to a song she had
learned from the dramatic production.
Three teachers indicated that the dramatic production
. .
inoreased socialization and teamwork, and all teachers stated
in some form that the dramatic produotion was an enjoyable
experience, and one which did not tire out the ohildren.
Only two teachers stated that the children were tired be-
cause of the daily practices.
Teacher 8 made mention of the fact that she was sur-
prised at the quick memorization or lines by ohildren who
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did not memorize easily. Four teachers felt that the dra-
matic production had introduced the children to new litera-
ture by reading the book to them preceding the play.
There were no teachers who felt that the play interfered
academically except for Teacher 11. However, it was stated
that the interference was negated by the social values in-
volved.
S~aary
It appears that music and drama woven into a created
script can enhance the self-concept of the mentally re-
tarded child. It was expressed by both teachers and students
that the dramatic perro~ance was enjoyable, suited to their
needs, and worth the amount of effort that was demanded of
them. Both the author and teachers noted the cooperation
among the children as a social gain. In addition it was
noted that the dr~atic production introduced the children




It was discovered by the author that music and drama
properly suited to the needs of the child became an en-
riohing experience, which increased self-confidence and
aided in socialization. New enthusiasms for music and
literature were voiced by the children and teachers in the
interviews. Noted also by the author was the lack of in-
terference with school subjeots due to the dramatic produc-
tion.
Population
The children ranged in age from 6 years 9 months to
38 years 2 months and had mental ages ranging from 2 years
5 months to 12 years 11 months. The children were residen-
tial students from Saint Coletta School for the retarded.
Two percent of the population were day students and sixty-
three percent of the school population were included in the
dramatic production.
Patterns of Response
~ere were several areas of cOmLlonality that were noted
by the writer during the interviews of both teachers and
pupils. The most significant appeared to be the spirit of
enthusiasm of the children during the entire production.
This' spirit was sustained until the last perfo~ance, and
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indeed after, since lUD.ny aslcod if t;~e production could be
given again.
n~e emphasis of social values gained during the per-
fOl~ances appears to be another area worth noting. Tne
children felt they were doing something that was important
to tl1.ern, and tlJ.is in turn gave them a sense of importance,
which enhanced self-confidence.
Both teachers and pupils seemed to feel that the dra-
matic production was worth the time and effort that was
necessary tor sucoess.
Implications
On.e of the learning cl'laracteristics that has been at-
tributed to the retarded child is his inability to concen-
trate for long periods of time. The author noted, however,
that there was no evidence of any attention lag during the
intensive periods or practice and performances that were re-
quired for the dramatic production. ~~e children were
totally involved in what was happening on the stage. Per-
haps this is an indioation that inattention may be the
fault of those whose responsibility it is to motivate these
children toward learning, and not necessarily a characteristio.
Memory and retention, Which are considered difficult
for retarded children were also involved in performing the
dramatio production.. It is adPli ttedly true that th.e memori-
zation of lines and songs took lonee~ with these children
than it would \11 th norm.al children. HO\iaVer, once the
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material was mastered, and the interest aroused, remember-
ing did not appear to be a problem.
Socialization is another area which often finds re-
tarded children at the lowe~ end of the spectrum. Re-
tarded ohildren supposedly have limitations in this area,
finding it difficult to work with others and behave ap-
propriately. The dramatic production included every age
level, with no discrimination as to any child's type of
handicap. Cooperation with each other was evident to the
most casual observer. Discipline problems were nearly non-
existent, and the few that did occur appeared to have taken
place before the children arrived, rather than during prac-
tices.
The only evidence the children gave of tiring during
the production was the second performanoe which was given
the next day. Since there was no day between for the chil-
dren to gather their forces, they did not perform as well.
This is an important point to note if productions are given
several times.
Suggestions for Further Research
The area of creative dramatics was overlooked in this
paper due to the more structured approach used by the author.
It would be beneficial, however, to explore this possibility
with a group of Educable Mentally Retarded children.
Creative drama develops the personality through spon-
taneous activitYI and provides opportunities for the
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imagination to develop through improvisation. This type
of drama could assist in the emotional development of the
child by providing outlets that he himself could choose.
There are no props, costumes, or sC0nery in this kind of
drama~-on1y the ch11d~en and their imaginations. Perhaps
the selr~erihancing values that the author noted in this
dramatio production would be even greater in a creative
drama si tuation. "The production would be entirely that of
the cast, with only guidanoe given by a directo~. Correctly
handled the possibilities for language development and cre-
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THE 1fiZ.A.RD OF OZ
Scene 1
Scene 1 takes place outside. Auntie Em, Zeke, and Uncle
Henry are all counting apples. Dorothy comes in out or








Auntie Emt Auntie Ernt Just listen to what
Miss Gulch said about :Toto.
Dorothy, please we're trying to countl
Zel~e do you know what }1iss Guloh said? She
said she was gonna••••••
Listen Dorothy, I got these apples to get in.
Uncle Henry, what am I going to 'do about
Miss Gulch? Just because Toto chases her
old cat •••.
Now listen Dorothy - you're not using your
head about Miss Gulch\ Think you didn't have
any brains at allt
I have so got brainst








Now Dorothy~ Werre all busy today. \ihy don't
you go someplace, be quiet, and don't oause
any more trouble.
(walking away) Someplace where there isn't
any trouble. Do you know where that is Toto?
It must be over the stars around the moon•••.
Somewhere Over the Rainbow
(Miss Guloh comes in pulling a wagon)
Zeke, I want to talk to you about Dorothyl
Dorothy? vfuy whats she done? Did she bite you?
It's not her it's that dogt
Oh she bit her dogt
Not That dog is terrible 1 1 1m going to take







'The dog-ca tchert Oh .~untie Em, Uncle Henry
you won't let her will you?
Put him in the wagon Henry-
(I-1iss Gulch begins to leave taking 'Toto
vii th her)
You oan't take himt I won't let you~ You
wicked old witoht
(All characters leave the stage except for
Dorothy)
Toto runs baok on the stage
~otot You got awayt We've got to get awayt
We've, got to run awayl
(Dorothy begins to run. At this point a
terrible wind begins to blow. Dorothy is
struggling to run but cannot make it.,
(screaming loudly) Dorothyt
Soene 2
(Dorothy falls to the ground with a scream.
The curtains close but are blowing wildly as
the storm continues.) ,
All at once everything is quiet. Refrains from Somewhere
Over the Rainbow are played softly on the piano. The cur-
tains open slowly and Dorothy finds herself in Munohkin
Land. All round the stage are little Munchkins, flowers,
and a few dressed representing the LUllaby League, and a few
dressed as lollipops. There is a (witch) house with two
witch's feet sticking out from under it. Dorothy gets up
slowly and looks around.
Dorothy
Glinda
'Totol I have a feeling we I re not in Kansas
anymore. We must be over the rainbow.
(approaching Dorothy) Are you a good witch,
or a bad witoh?
Dorothy I'm not a witch at allt lIm Dorothy Gale from
Kansas_ (Muncbkins giggle)




That was the Munchlcins. You have made them
very happy my dear. Because of you the witch
of the East is dead. It's all right, you
can all stand up and thank her.
Song- The l1unchltins song- wi th Glinda, Dorothy & the
. Munchl(i ns •
Munchkin Me.n this is a day for Independencet 'The
wicked old witch is deadt
Song- Ding Dong the Witch is Dead.
(Suddenly there is a terrible sound. An old black












vfuo killed my sister? Was it you?
Not I didn't kill anybodyt It was an accidentt
Well my prettyt I can cause accidents too
you knowt
Oh rubbishl J You have no power heret Go awayt
Before somebody drops a house on yout
Very welll Illl wait. But just try and stay
out 'of my wayt Just try1 I'll get you - and
your mangy little dog toot
(She disappears again with a terrible sound.
Everyone on the stage lets out a shriek.)
I'm afraid you've made a rather bad enemy
my dear. The sooner you get out of Oz all
together the safer you'll sleep.
I'd give anything to get out of Oz all to-
gether. But which is the way back? I can't
go the way I came.
That is true. The only one who can help you
is the gpeat Wizard or Oz himself.
Is he a good wizard, or a bad wizard?
Oh very good. But before you go the Munchkins
would like to do a dance for you.




Thank you. Now I think I I d better be on my
way.
Just follow the yellow brick road.
Son.g - Follow the Yellow Brick road "We 1 re off to the
Wizardu (curtain closes).
Scene 3
(The next scene takes place in a forest. Dorothy is walking















Follow the yellow brick road. Follow the yell-
Now which way do we go?
Pardon me. You could go that wayl
(looking around) \ihatt
Or that wayt
Wasn't he pointing the other way?
or course people do go both ways.
Are you doing that on purpose? Or can't you
make up your mind?
That's .the trouble. I haven't got a mind ~
only straw. Oh my no brain at all.
Well if you had a brain - what would you do
with it?
Do? 1~y I'd •••
, Song - If I only had a brain.
\tlondertull vlhy if the crows back in Kansas
heard that they'd be scared to piecest
They would? l~erels Kansas?
'That's where I live. And I want to go back
there so bad lim going all the way to Emerald
City to ask the Wizard or Oz for help.
Do you think this wizard could give me some
brains?
I don't see ~hy not. lmy don't you co~e along






Song - We're orf to see the Wizard










\ihy it's a mant A man made out of tint
Ail11hl1h. ••••
Did he say something?
He said oil can.
(Dorothy picks up the oil can and oils Tinman)
Oh thank youl I reel so much better.
Well, youre perfect now.
Perfectl Bang on my chest if you think 1 1m
perfect.
(She does and there is a hollow sound)
You see? The tin smith forgot to give me a
heart. ·All hollowt




We were wondering if you'd like to come with
us. We're going to the Wizard of Oz for help -
to get me back to Kansas, and to get scarecrow
a brain. Would you like to come with us for
a heart?
What if he doesn't give me one?
Oh but he willt He must~ Welve come so tart
(She walks over to a tree and picks an apple.
Sudden.ly the trees come to life and begin
throwing apples. Dorothy and her friends
shriek and begin running orf the stage.




(Curtain closes and then opens, scene is the same except










I don't like this forest. It's dark and
creepy. Do you suppose weill rind any wild
animals?
t~le mightt
(Suddenly a lion jumps out of the, bushes
roaring and hopping. ~e timnan and scare-
crow fall to the ground. Dorothy hides behind
a tree.)
Oh afraid hUh? Scared hUh?
Go away and leave us alonel
Well Illl get you anyway Pee Weal
(The lion begins chasing Toto. Dorothy comes
out from behind the tree and slaps the lion
on the arm. He begins to cry)
You didn't have to hit me did you? I didn't
bite him.
No but you tried tot
Is my nose bleedin?
or course nott Goodness what a fuss you're
makingt Why you're nothing but a great big
cowardl
You're right I am a cowardt I need courage.
Song - If I only had the nerve.
Dorothy lilly don't you come to the vlizard of Oz with us?
ScareCrOl'l I'm going for a brain.
Tinman I'm going for a heart.
Dorothl I'm S1,.;re he oould give you some courage.
Lion 'To Oz?-
All three To Ozl
Song - We're ort to see the Wizardt
-$1-,
Scene 5 - Emerald City
(As the ourtain opens slowly voices in the background sing
the Optismistic voices. There are green lights on stage,
and everyone is dressed in green. After Optismistic Voices
the three walk up to the gate and ring a bell.)
Horse
11.... : lJ .••••
l-Jho rang tha t bell '/
















Oh please sirt Welve~ got to see the Wizard.
The good witch of the North sent me.
Well that's a horse of a different oolor.
Come on in.
I'll announce you at once.
Did you hear that? He'll announce us at once.
Hurray \
In another minute Illl be King or the,torestt
Long live the Kingl
(If I were king of the forest)
Your Majestyt If you were king you wouldn't
be afraid of anythingL
Not nobodyl Not nohow\
vfuat about a rhinocerous?
Imposoroust
What about a brontosorous?
Iid show him who was king of the forestt
How?
Couraget vlhat makes the hottentot so hot?
~1.hat have they got that I haven't got?
Courage~













Scene p - The 1iliza.rd l s Palace
I ~a Oz~ The great and powerful Wizard of
Oz. \iho are you?
(frightened) I am Dorothy and this is ••••
Silence~ The great Oz knows who you are, and
why you are here \._ :£he grea t Oz will giva you
wha t you ",-1ant ~
Did you hear that?
First you must bring me the broomstick of the
Witch or the West.
(The lion by now frightened out of his wits
runs off the stage screaming. :£he ourtain
closes.)
Scene 7 - Fores t Scen,e Again
(reading the sign) Ild turn back if I were
you. (He starts to turn around and the others
grab him.)
(Suddenly a group of ~lying monkeys descend
upon the group. The lion, scarecrow and tin-
man are l{nocked to the ground. The monkeys
grab Dorothy and Toto and take her away, to
the other side of the stage. Here could be
a door of the witch's castle, with a few
guards around it. The witch appears.)
Well my dear, what a pleasant surprise. It's
so nice of you to visit me. (she grabs Toto)
v~at are you gonna do with my dog? Give him
back to met
All in good time my dear, all in good time.
(Toto gets away from the witch. She sends
the monkies atter him but Toto escapes.)
Catch him you foolst
He got awayt He got awayt
\·1hich is more :'::lan you'll do. You and that
dog are more tr();:1:>le than your worth. But it














(She disappears leaving porothy locked in a
room. Toto runs to the three who are just
piclcing themselves off the ground.)
Lookt Here comes Toto. Hefs going to take
us to Dorothyl
(They all get up and follow Toto to the castle.)
Dorothy's in that awful placet
We've got to get her out.
All righ.t, I'll go in there witch or no
witch, guards or no guards. There's just
one thing I want you fellows to do.
vlha t l s that?
Talk me out of itl
(The 3 steal up to the castle carefully avoid-
ing the guards)
Dorothyt Are you in there?
Yes she's locked me int
(The tinman takes his ax and batters down the
door. Dorothy gets out and all three begin
to run when they are stopped suddenly by the
witch who is lau~~ing.)
Going so soon? \ihy I wouldn't think of itt
(She grabs a stick which is on fire [red
paperJ and throws it near the scarecrow.)
How about a little fire scarecrow?
Oh not Help~ Helpt
(Dorothy picks up a bucket of water and throws
it on the witch. She gives a long slow howl
and melts slowly to the ground.)
You melted hart
Hurrah for Dorothyl The witch is deadt
(picking up the broomstick) Now we can go




















Scene 8 - Palace of Oz
vfuy have you come back?
If you please sir, we did what you said.
Here is the broomstick. We'd like you to
keep your promise to us now sir.
Not so fast - Not so fast I have to think
about it. Go away and come back tomorrowt
Tomorrowt Oh but I want to go home nowt
(Meanwhile Toto crawls over to the ourtain
where the "wizrard" has been standing. He
pulls it aside.)
Who are you?
I am the great and powerful (in a lower tone
of voice) Wizard of Oz.
You are1 I don't believe yout
I'm afraid it's true. There's no other
wizard but me.
You're a very bad mant
Oh no my dear. I'm a very good man. I'm
just a very bad wizard.
\~at about the brain you promised me. And
the heart you promised Tinman?
vlliy you've always had a brain. The only thing
you don't have is a diploma. (He opens a
black bag) Here, this is a T.H.D.
T.H.D.?
Doctor of Thinkology. And here my friend is
a heart.
Oh it tioks 1 It ticks. How can. I ever
thank you?
Well you can't. And as tor you my rriend,
you're braver than you think. All you need
is a medal for courage. (He pins the medal
on the lion.)















Hey what about Dorothy?
Oh I don't think there's anything in that
black bag for me.
(Glinda walks out onto the stage.)
Look Dorothyl Here's someone who can help
you.
She doesn't need to be helped any longer.
She could always have gone back to Kansas
if she'd wanted.
Why didn't you tell her?
Because she woul~~'t have believed me. She
had to learn it for herself.
What have you learned Dorothy?
Well ••• l guess it's that if I ever want
happiness 1 1 11 look for it in my own back
yard, because if it isn't there it isn1t
anyplace. Is that it? '
That's all it is. Close your eyes now and
say, There's no place like home.
(Softly) There's no place like home. ~erels
no place like home.
Scene 9
(Dorothy is lying in bed. Zeke & Uncle H.enry
are there.)
Wake up Dorothy. You've had a bad dream.
~:;
Oh Auntie Em Ilm here. I'm homet They sent
me bacltl
(Entire cast comes out to nOver the Rainbow.-11
They begin to sing from If ,- Happy Li ttle Blue~
birds, etc.)
The end~
